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Duo Form Launches: DUO Universal Shower System‐ the first of its kind to ship flat!
Edwardsburg, MI‐ May 27, 2020‐ Duo Form is pleased to announce the launch of its unique RV DUO
Universal Shower System.
The DUO Universal Shower System is the perfect shower wall replacement system for almost any RV or camper, as it can
be cut to variable sizes to fit almost any wet area, and will upgrade the look and feel of any RV shower. This shower
system is a game‐changer in the world of remodels and rehabbers because it ships flat, in three pieces with custom
designed corners that fit easily into place. These amazing shower systems are also available with DUOPRINT
TECHNOLOGY, which will bring an upscale look to any bath. It is currently being offered in gray marble, tan marble, and
white. More color and graphic designs are in future plans.
The DUO Universal Shower comes in three easy‐to‐assemble pieces with two interchangeable corner locking segments.
This new shower features a customizable sizing system and a “Score and Snap” design that make it extremely
straightforward and simple to trim and fit to the unit. The DUO Universal Shower is engineered with a unique style line
feature that allows an easy way to trim the walls for a custom fit. The style lines, which blend seamlessly into the shower
wall design, work as route guides on the reverse side of the walls to simplify cutting. The Universal Shower is 66” Tall,
but can be cut to 62” or 59” in height. The width is 44” wide, but could fit showers up to 48” wide at the maximum,
utilizing the custom corner locking segments, which measure 3” x 3”, giving customers even more customization
options.
“With just a few basic tools and our easy installation video, almost any customer can customize and upgrade his or her
own RV shower,” says Mike Gonser, DUO Vice President of Sales, “Duo has over 50 years of experience making RV
showers for the RV OEMS and we are excited to be able to take that experience and use it towards designing smart and
beautiful solutions for the RV Aftermarket. We have absolutely made this repair or rehab project as simple as possible.”
Whether replacing an old, outdated, or broken shower; or renovating an RV with a new upscale design, the DUO
Universal Shower System can be easily cut to variable sizes and will upgrade the look and feel of almost any RV
bathroom. For more product information or distribution opportunities please contact Rachel Yessa, Duo Form
Aftermarket Sales Manager. The DUO Universal Shower will be available soon from your favorite local RV and RV Parts
Dealers. To see more product images and specifications, or to order direct from DUO, please visit
http://bit.ly/ShopDuoForm.
###
If you would like more information about this topic please call Rachel at 574‐218‐2145 or via email
ryessa@duoformplastics.com

ABOUT DUO FORM
PROUDLY FORMING YOUR IDEAS, SINCE 1968.
Duo’s 50+ year legacy in producing high‐quality RV OEM parts now available to the RV Aftermarket world of replacement
RV parts and accessories. Duo provides everyday solutions to common and intriguing issues that arise with RV Ownership.
With the average life an RV or Travel trailer being upwards of 20 years or more, it’s important to have a partner with
solutions to keep your rig running smoothly and hassle‐free. Serving our customers with DUO products that are well known
and loved in the industry, we are excited to be developing and launching new and exciting products specifically targeted to
our RV, Camper, and Van‐customers.
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